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INTRODUCTORY
The purpose of this study may be considered as three-fold in
its natures First, we shall try to determine whether there is a
connection or a correlation or a similarity between the marks of
high school students through the high school and the marks of the
same students through the university or higher school*

Second,

this study will endeavor to determine, in so far as possible, what
bearing, if any, marks received in high school have upon the lifecareer of the student*

The third purpose of this study is to as

certain What high school marks mean to the general public.
There was a time not far distant when the high schools of the
land belonged to the few rather than to the many; when only the
more fortunate ones, financially, could even dream of securing a
high school education; when such schools were private institutions
whose expenses were met by contributions or fees from those at
tending them. But, it is pleasing to note, such conditions no
longer prevail, and the high schools now belong to the many rather
than to the few. This being true, the people are justly demanding
and expecting that the high schools meet certain conditions and
fill certain economic and social needs * They are demanding accurate
statements of the results obtained, which statements must, of
course, be given in certain marks or symbols which measure the
results of a hlgi school education. It Is these marks and symbols
which, at the present time, are calling forth the intense attention
of the leaders in education.
As is tSue in probably all studies of this nature, more and
greater problems are revealed than are solved. In fact, this study
will not attempt to solve problems which can be rightfully solved
only by time and experience; but knowledge of what the problem is
is the first step toward Its solution.
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It m e t suffice, then, to merely point out a few facts which have
been revealed threw# careful investigation

and let the problems

take their own inevitable outstanding positions through the facts
as they are set forth*
It is recognized as a fact among educators and, for that
matter, among the people in general that the importance of school
marks can hardly be over-estimated; that the schools have reached
' V. .
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a stage in their history when the marks they, give must mean some
thing; that there must be an accurate standard by which to measure

the results of the school; that there must be one scientific system
of marking which is systematic rather than many systems which are
unsystematic•
S. S* Colvin, professor of Psychology, University of Illinois,
in hi# article on "Marks and Marking Systems as Incentives to
Study" gives the following ideas: Teachers are of two classes,those who like to mark and those who hate it* Those of the first
class keep daily records and spend a great part of the time in
emphasising the importance of marks. Those of the second class
keep no records at all and, when the time arrives for the giving
of marks to students, record their "guesses" to be entered upon
the final records of the school. Mr. Colvin goes on to state that
the reason "marks have not been abandoned long ago and thrown into
the educational junk heap is due to the fact that they have a value .
that is felt rather,than clearly recognised....* If education is
to be a science we must be able t© measure its results," He further
say® that marks are Important because they create a friendly cornpet ion among the students by emphasizing the reaching of the goal
rather than beating some one else; that marks create uniform at
tention, secure promotion, make good students, and have a tendency
to place a student where he socially belongs. Of course, all of
this is true only when a scientific and accurate marking standard
is used* Marking is one of the most important duties of the h i #
®chooi teacher.

It is a fact that many students, probably the
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majority of them, study for marks alone. Then how important it is
that these marks be efficient and reliable I
I. E. Finkeistein in "The Marking System in Theory and in
Practice* attaches the following importance to school marks: Marks
are accepted as real and fairly exact measurements of ability and
accomplishment• They determine, in some measure at least, the
student*s career or election of courses. They are the bases for
election t@ honorary societies. They form the bases for award of
various academic honors. They determine the student’s advancement
from class to class and from school to school. Students are graduated
solely upon the consideration of marks. In mapy cases, marks de
termine the student’s career after leaving high school. Students
secure desirable recognition in society as a whole by the use of
marks. In concluding, Mr, Finkeistein says: "The marking system
of any high school plays so important a part in the activities of
the school that its machinery, its significance, and particularly
its reliability, is a matter that demands and deserves patient
and Impartial study."
Arthur L, Campbell of the Commercial High School, New Haven,
in "Keeping the Score" makes the following statement: "There is
at present a remarkable lack of agreement between school-placed
estimates and society-placed estimates of the student’s worth.
Society guages him by what he does, by his reactions to environ
ment, The school, on the contrary, registers its approval or dis
approval according to what he knows. Logically, It would seem
there would be but three factors entering into the problem: the
curriculum, the teacher, and the marking system."

Mr. Campbell

also gives the idea that even if the curriculum is ideal and the
teacher first-class the results may be materially modified

in the

lives of the students if the marking system is inefficient and
unreliable.
John L, Stewart, Principal of the high school of Parksburg,
West Virginia, in "Uniformity of teachers’ Marks vs Variability"
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has this to says "From these studies (variability of grading same
set @f papers) it is concluded that the marks assigned by teachers
in general are inaccurate measures of the ability of pupils and
are doubtful guages for determining credit or promotion. The wide

*

range of median must be on account of different conceptions of the
valure of marks."

Ayers, in making a similar study, found that a

number of teachers gave marks rangeing all the way from 27$ to 94$
to the same set of papers. It seems that this practice must be con
sidered common throughout the teaching forces and that, through marks
alone, many students are either greatly retarded or eliminated
■
\
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■
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altogether from school.
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J. B. Canning, University of Chicago, in "The Meaning of
Student Harks" gives the idea that "it is the purpose of a marking
system to evaluate the academic work done by students in the various
courses of the curricula." It seems that one should go further than
this and say that society is demanding of the high school that an
evaluation be placed upon attitudes and reactions to environment,
and that a marking system, to meet the needs of modern requirements,
must be prepared to give reliable information concerning a student's
"manner" as

vrell

as his "matter"*

A marking system very probably

can not be made perfect as long as the human element enters into the
making of it, and yet a bank cashier who does his work on a 98$
basis is conaldordd a failure, and a stenographer who misspells
2$ of the words loses her position. The business world has a. standard
and that standard is perfection, while our schools give only ap
proximations , some marking on one characteristic and some another*
.
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Franklin w* Johnson, university High School, Chicago, in
his "Study of High School Grades” found that "value of results is
in n© way commensurate

with effort involved, when one considers

time and energy involved by teachers in grading and by clerks in
recording grades. After all, in actual present-day practice, there
is no real use made of records except to determine promotions."
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S. E. Davis, State Normal School, Maryville, Missouri, in
"The Work of the Teacher", in pleading for some sort of reliable
marking standard, asks: "How often should marks be recorded? What
system of marks should me used? What, after all, do the marks mean?
What does 90# of perfection mean in such subjects as geography,
history, literature, etc.? What is perfection in these subjects?
Do the teachers know what perfection is? Might not perfection to
one teacher be gross imperfection to another? If perfection is the
standard, how does it happen that two dozen teachers will give a
single paper as many different marks or grades? Just because a student
makes higher marks in mathematics than in other subjects is no sign
that such student is especially bright in mathematics. The mathe
matics teacher may be a giver or higher marks than the others."
m r k s are necessary to the teacher; she bases promotion
thereon. Marks are necessary to the student; he Is retarded or
accelerated because of them and ho enters society upon his record.
Maries are useful to society as a whole; it judges a man by the marks
he makes and either accept or rejects him because of sueh records.
Theoretically, this is an ideal condition based upon the complete
reliability of the records made. Since marks of some kind are
indispensable and inevitable, then how Important it is that they
be reliable!

PLAN OF RESEARCH
In the securing of suitable date for this study on the comparieen of marks received in higi school with imrks received by the
same students in higher schools, the class of 1918 of the Phoenix
Unien High School was considered# This class contained one hundred
%
firty-one members at the time of its graduation. Of these one hun
dred forty-one students who completed the four-year high school
course as offered by the Phoenix Union High School, sixty-six at
tended some higher institution and either graduated therefrom in
the spring of 1922 or dropped out of school before completing their
courses#

The Freshman class of the Phoenix Union High School in

1914 contained, as nearly as could be ascertained, OT'twlnnd two
hundred seventy-three members; however, some who enrolled attended
only such a short while that no record of either their enrollment
of attendance was kept* The class, therefore, at the very first of
the freshman year was larger than is here indicated# Of these whose
records were kept, eighty-four were eliminated the first year,
thirty-six the second year, four the third year, and eight the
fourth year, leaving a total of one hundred forty-one to receive
diplomas # Mention is made of these facts because only the grades
of those who graduated are herein considered# Many of those who
dropped out of school, and especially those who were eliminated
the first-half of the year, had no grades recorded, and therefore*
could not be considered# At any rate, such considerations were not
necessary to the purpose of this study#
All of the grades made in all subjects during the entire
four years in high school were collected and tabulated in the dif
ferent subjects from the permanent records of the high school.
The entire number of high school grades considered is 2395. This
includes the grades made in all subjects by the one hundred fortyone T%o graduated after having done four years, or its equivalent,
in high school# In some instances, students entered the class
dialing the sophomore or junior years, in which cases no grades for

the prevloun years wore recorded, hut indications were made that
work from other high schools had been aeegpted#
The sixty-slx who entered higher institutions were found to he
distributed in thirteen different schools,- normal schools, univer
sities, and colleges* These schools were asked to furnish transcripts
of the records made by the students under consideration and from
these transcripts tabulations were made of grades similar to the
tabulations made of the high school grades* The total number of
grades considered from these higher institutions Is 2115, making a
grand total of 4508 grades from high school and higher schools*
From these tabulations certain results were made manifest, which
results will be considered in a later section of this study*
The tabulations of grades just mentioned were made for the
purpose of determining the connection or correlation between high
school marks and marks received in higher schools*
For the purpose of avoiding any unfair criticism or of cre
ating any embarrassing situations, no student's name will appear
herein; neither will the name of any higher school be mentioned*
The sttidents are designated by number, as,- student 1, studentp 2,
. •> . • : ' . ,
... - .
V':
. 1'
student 5, Stc* The higher institutions are also designated by
number, as,-^chool #1, School #2* etc*

Perhaps it would be no

breach of promise, and it might aid in understanding some of the
situations, to mention that Schools #2, //3, and #13 are normal
schools, and that School #7 is a college*

All other Schools are

universities.
In order to secure accurate comparisons of marks, it was
necessary to reduce all marks to the same system of marking. The
system used herein is the following:
1 means marks of
2
"
"
"
3
”
"
”
4
n
"
*
6
*
*
n

95 to 100 (inclusive)
88 to 94
"
81 to 87
*
75 to 80
*
0 to 74
"

The reduction of systems was comparativeUeasy and accurate
s i m e all Schools except four are using the fore-going system. This

seems to be a commendable fact. The high schools are rapidly adopting
this system of marking and most of the higher institutions seem/ to
have already made some such adoption. Three of the Schools not
already using this system furnished transcripts marked in percentages.
This was the system the Phoenix Balea Hlgi School was using during
the time under consideration; however, it has since changed.to the
1-2-3-4-5 plan. One of the Schools considered used the system
A-B-C-D-F, which was interpreted by the School to mean practically
the same as that given above and used in this study.
The comparisons made in this study a r e .the comparisons of
general averages made by the students during the entire attendance
in a given school. At first, averages were made in each individual
•
'
"
1
.
subject} but upon further investigation, it was found to be im
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possible to use these averages since many students did not pursue
the same courses or subjects in the higher schools that were pursued
in the high school. Siglitih is the only subject taken by all students
in high school and in hi^ier schools. Hence, for comparison, the
necessity of finding the average mark or standing of each student
during his entire attendance at any School. As further explanation,
it should be said that to eliminate students Who did not pursue
'
:
' ' ■ ■■
.
.
.
like, courses in both high school and higher schools would result
in making the groups of students so small that no satisfactory
comparisons could be made. In comparing the general averages, there
were only four groups that.could be considered:- those from Schools
llt'V

#1, #2, # 6 , and # 8 .
In finding the. average mark of a student f m any ene year,
. the following plan was used: Divide the sum of the products of the
mark by the number ef units in each subject, by the sum of the
units earned. Thus :•

2 s§££
2
3

4
3
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Solution!
S times 2 equals 6
2 times 4 equals 8
5 times 5 equals ^
Th«i# S5 Alvldei "by 8 equals 2.9,~ the average mark.

This same plan

.

was followed in finding the general averages for the entire attendance.
To try to determine whether marks have a hearing upon the
life-career of the individual, questionalres were answered, either
in writing or orally, by fifty young men and young women who stopped
school before graduating3 and, also, by fifty other men and women
who are college or university graduates. Those who had not com
pleted a hi(gi school course were asked this questions "Why did you
stop going to high school before you completed the course?"

Those

who are college graduated were asked these questions! "What was your
major subject in university? Why did you choose this subject as
your major?"

The results of these investigations will bo discussed

later in this study.

.

For the purpose of determining the meaning and the weight of
schools 1 marks to the business world and to society in general, the
following quest ionaire was answered by one hundred men and women,merchants, lawyers, bankers, salesmen, physicians, peace officers,
farmers, dairymen, etc*

;

1* In offering employment to a student, what importance would
you attach to the student 1s school report card? (Much, medium,
little, none)
.

2. Which, in your observation, make the better successes in

life,- students who receive high grades in school, or those who
receive low marks; or is thero any difference?
3. Pick out five of the following student-Rchar&cter1stics
which you consider of most importance to society as a whole;
Grades in school subjects
Earnestness
Perseverance
Cleanliness
Accomplishment
Attention

Ability
Zeal
Neatness
Social Inclinations
Performance
Personality

10
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P&&iteness
Care of property
Success
x:.
Willingness
Adaptability
Habits
Iriitiativ#
•
• ’. Lagia .. '
Quality of voice
Una of language
Self-control
• • •
Regard for others

The findings and results of this investigation are reserved for
a later paragraph*

■

.

.

^fhat do you take into consideration in grading a student?"
is a question which was asked to one hundred twelve high school
t w c h e r s , and which was answered by eighty-seven. The purpose of
this questionaire was to arrive at some idea of how marks are
obtained. The results are very embarrassing and will be given in
a later section.
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RESULTS AND DISGUSSIOK
S i m ® the results end Information contained herein are of a
special nature, it is quite probable that those benefitted will
be fewj but it is the wish and the hope of the writer to add just
a little to th® evolutionary movement which seems to be seising
upon our marking systems • There are already signs that th® uses of
information are more mysterious than

has been realized; that

what one® seemed to be choicest grist may be all chaff to the re
cipient, and that he, following his native inclinations, may turn
what seems chaff into pure grist. It is only the general information
that is .immediately useful. Our remote forefathers chased knowledge,
so to speak, through the heavens and over the earth on a hippo griff,
and they doubtless wasted a good deal of time; but they enjoyed the
fine exhilaration, beyond any they could have got in chasing it
down a rat-hole like a weasel. An occasional voyage through the
empyrean hurts no man, and is likely, if nothing more, to givo him
some idea of the real dimensions of his own hole in the ground.
The more one studies a situation the more he realises that there
are vast heights to which he can not hope to soar, vast depths which
to him are unfathomable, and to feel that, indeed, his grist may
be nothing but chaff*
Finkelstein found that the theoretical curve of marks was
skewed somewhat to the right, when the right represents the high
marks, in the case of college grades and, perhaps, also, in the
case of a class that graduates from high school. He gives as a
reason for this skewing to the right the fact that before students
reach their senior year in high school those mentally inferior
have been eliminated. If this be true, and it seems reasonable to
believe that it is true, then there will be a greater number of
high marks than low ones when only the graduates are considered.
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Figure 1 shews the distribution of marks in the class of 1918
of the FheemSx union High School. It will bo noted that 8.5$ of the
class received a mark of 1, 64.5$ a mark of 2, and the remaining
27$ a mark of 5* There were no %f*s and no failures. This would
seem to indicate that the grades given were probably a little high
or that there was no standard by which to measure a student *s work#
This situation can partly be explained by the fact that one hundred
thirty-two or more students were eliminated from the class during
the earlier months of their high school work and that their grades
were not considered.

It is not to be doubted that some of those

eliminated might have found places in the lower-grades columns
had they continued in school# The marking system of the high school
has been recently revised and much better results are now being
obtained*
These same students who were rated as 2*s in the high school
received a lower rating, in many cases, in the higher schools•

/

0$

27%

Marks....

Figure

64.5%

8.5%

Figure two is. a comparison of marks received in all the higher
schools considered and of the marks received in high school.

83.5$

of the marks received in high school were higher than those received
.• :

.
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by the same students in the higher schools. That is, 83.3$ of the
students of the high school class under consideration were rated
lower in the higher institutions than they jwere in the high school.
3$ received the same rating, while 13,6$ received a higher rating in
the higher schools than they did in the high school.

!

Such a (situation{ought not, in theory at least* to prevail.
It is reasonable to expect that a student with the ability to com
plete a high school course with a standing of 1, 2, or 3, ought to
malce a similar standing in the university. The supposed reasons for
this showing jare many i|The standard of the; high school may be pitched
a little too? low? that jis, the marks given may be too high. The
standard of the hi^ier! schools may be too high for the average high
school student,- a condition which could hardly be expected to pre
vail since t6 e hl#ier schools set the standard which the high schools
are asked to ifollow. Then the difference in the types of instruction
could easily!lead to results similar to those mentioned. High school
graduates are t o e ^ e n t l y r e ^ l a m t u r e .when they enter the university
and before they‘"find themselves" they’have lowered their general
records. It is a noteworthy fact that, with but few exceptions,
the students herein considered "made more pleasing records in their
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senior year in the university than they did in the freshman year.
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They were then more mature and had learned more concerning what was
expected of -them.
5.sen v.!

ry.vpj.vcu.

apl-e:;’ Behool::..

* '.f «-* S-

The following comparisons should probably b© mentioned at this
■

■
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time. The number of the student is given together with the high school
rating and with the university rating*

83.3%
Lower

3.0%

13.6%

Same

higher

Figure 2

Showing a comparison of marks received in all nighe^ Schools
considered and in nigh School
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Hifh school ■ School #5

Student

SchooW/4
46
123

2,5
1.4

114

' 3.0
1.4

183

lie
■
3.4
School #7

88

2.3

137

2.6

32
43

1.8

.■

• S i»l. ■

School #9
sehool^|10

2.8

2.3

School,|11
50
63

2.5

119

2.3

8.0

2.1

school^
SChpol|18

2.7
These greups are all too small to permit the making of figures
or graphs to represent them; in fact, they are so small that very
little consideration need be given them.

It will be seen at a

glance that student 58 received a higher rating in School #3 than
in high school. The same is true 6f Student 88 in School //7 and
of student 6S in School #11, In all other eases the mark received in
the higher school is lower than that received in high school,
■ : ■ - - ',
.
■
;
•
Student 183 attended two higher schools - #4 and # 6 , His mark in
.

..

.

.

.

high school was 1,4, in school #4 it was 1,8, and in school #6 it
was 3,4, the last mark being two points below that received in
hl#i school. In this particular ease the student took a general
hi^i school course^ a liberal arts course for two years in School #4,
and then changed to a course in pharmacy in School # 6 , all of which
may help to explain his low mark in the last-named school. While
those students just mentioned are widely scattered with only one or
two in a certain school, yet their records will be found to compare
favorably with the larger groups in other Schools,

Figure 3 is a graph or chart made from the following tablet
Student
5
8 ,
84 .
36
44
49
65
61
68 .
64
68
98
94
98
104
108
109
129
156
158

EWrSdhool
s!o
1.8
5.6
2.6
2.7
3.7
2.4
2.0
2.8
2.5
3.2
2.1
2.0
2.5
3.3
3.1
5.4
3.2
2.2
2.4

SchooWl
.

.

sle
*5
3.4
2.7
3.7
4.5
5*5
2.6
8.3
' 8.9
3.5
5#
. 2*4
4.6
3.5
3.8
3.7
3.9
‘ 8.3
2.4

■

The blue line represent# the marks made in high school while
the red line represents the marks made by the same students in School #!•
It will be noticed that while the lines are somewhat parallel, they
remain widely separated except in two or three instances. In two
points only dees the red line rise above the blue one. The fact
that the lines are more or less parallel is significant* It would
seem to indicate that both the high school and School #1 are giving
marks very much on tho same basis, but that the standard of the
high school is a little lower than that of School #1.

Marks

Student

64

68

Figure 3

Blue line represents marks received in nigh School
Red line represents marks received by the same students in School #1

104

108

109

1 2 9 I 36

335

16

Figure 4 la anether representation of the same table from
which figure 5 was made.

.

In this figure the blue diagram represents the marks made in
hi^i school while the red diagram shows the distribution of marks
:

.

'

'

"

made by the same students In School //l.
HOte here# as in figure 1 , the piling up of marks in the

2-celuan of the hi^a school#

4.7^ of these students received a 1

in high school# 57.1# received 2, and 38*1# were given a mark of 3.
There were no 4*8 nor 5*s#

In School #1,

were given a 3# and 9.5# made 4,

42*8# received 2* 47*6#

There were no 5*s.

This mlgpat

so cm to indicate that the marks given by School #1 have a tendency
to pile up in the 2*8 and 3*8, but it must be kept in mind that
in all the higher schools, as well as in the high school, only a,
small part of the entire classes are considered*
From this figure it will also be noticed how the bulk of the
grades recelved.School #1 moves toward the left of the high school
'
'
;
'
'
marks, toward the left being toward the lower range*
-

.

.

.

.

Marks.....

4

Figur e 4

Blue diagram shows marlfs received
,a in nigh School
Red diagram shows markj received by the saihe students in School
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Figure 5 is a chart of the conditions found in the high school
and in School #2 •
This diagram probably shows the most satisfactory comparison
of all those contained in this study. The distance between the lines
in not great and there are several points at Shiah they intersect#
The marks of School #2 are more nearly the same as these of
the high soheel* This is probably due to the fact that in the high
school as in the normal school - for School #2 is a normal school S
the types of instruction are very similar.

During the period of

time considered in this study very few of the high school teachers
were more than normal school graduates with, perhaps, a few months
of college work, and they, being recently from the normal school,
emphasized method more than matter in the classroom. It, therefore,
was not such a long step for the student to go from high stiieel
to the normal school.
Figure 5 was made from the following tablet
Student

Hl^school

.School^

6

2,9

2,7

14
35
40
47
90
97

2,6

2.6

2,9
3,0
3,6
2,6

3.5
2,9
5.7

2.9
2,7
2.6

5,5
3.6
2.7

100
101
134

2.8
2.0

Marks

1

Student.. 3

'

6....

14

55 .....

40 ...

47

. ..

90 .....

97

'

"

100

Figure 5
.

.
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.
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Blue line represents marks received in nigh School
_____________________________ !____________________________ I _____________________________ L _____________________________ :
___________________________________________

_

____

______________________ ___

Red line represents marks received by the same students in School #2
BS
t

—

■

.

.

i

-------- ----------------

'

*

1

1

I

1.

j

_ _ _ _

J
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Figure 6 is another representation of the same table*
It merely shows more clearly the distribution of marks received
in both the high school and in School #2. While the comparison is
probably a little more favorable, it will be noticed, as in the
previous figures, that the grades are moved a little toward the
lower range* In all cases, sine® only a part of the students ®f
any class are considered, it is not only possible but quit®
probable that there will be a piling-up of grades in some one
or two columns•

Marks.

4

3

2

1

Figure 6

Bl^e diagram shows marjts received in high School
Red diagram shows marks received by the s<a|me students in School #2

Figure 7 is illustrative of the following tablet
S t ^ j t H l ^ S o h o 0!
.

,
:

• :
:i

- .:

Se ^ l #5

51
2.4
54 ' • • 2.7 ;
57
3.0
- 86
■ ■ 5.5
• •
124
2.0

5.4
5.5

■.

::

5.8
■ 4.2 '

'

2.6

This figure shows what might be considered to be one of
the most unfavorable comparisons, since at no point do the lines
intersect nor even approach each other.
markable for their parallel positions.

However, they are re
The group considered is

probably too small for comparison since it contains only six
students, but the wide separation of the lines would seem
to indicate that the standard of work in School #5 is much
higher than that of the high school.
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Figure 8 represents the distributions of marks given by the
hi^h. school and by School #5 to the same set of students #
Here, as in previous figures, the red diagram, which represents the marks given by School #5, is removed somewhat to the
left of the blue diagram, shieh shows the marks given by the
hi^i school*
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Figure 9 is a graph, of the tabulations of grades as
recorded in high school and in School # 8 . It is made from the
following tables
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At only one point do the lines approach each other.
This is in the case of student 119 Whose mark is o.l higher is
School #8 than in high school.
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Blue line represents marks received Hn High School
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Figure 10 shows the distribution of grades to fifteen
students in high school and to the same students in School # 8 #
The same shifting of position is again noted.

In all cases

has there been the same piling-up of grades in column 2
i

:

-

in high school and the same shifting toward the lower range in
the higaer school.
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Figure 10
Blue diagr am shows narks rece ived in ni gh School,
Red dlagre..m shows mjarks recel ved by the same students in School #8

Figure 11 shows the distribution of marks given in English
both in the high school and in School #1, the blue line representing
the high school and the red line representing School #!•
It wae hoped to be able to get such diagrams for each in
dividual subject but it was not possible to do so.

English was the

only eubjoet studied which could be traced throw#, both the h i #
school and the h i # o r school, and this tracing was true only in
the cases of Schools #1 and # 8 .

For instance, students who took

mathematics in high school did not take that subject in the h l # e r
school# The same is true of history, languages, etc.
The facts which have been noted regarding previous figures
are also true of this figure.

However, there is one differencei

The lines, as a general thing, are placed lower on the scale in
this figure. This merely means that grades given in English both
in h i # school and in School #1 were a little lower than those
given in some of the other subjects# Student 49 made a 5 in English
in School #1, the lowest mark recorded in this entire study#
In the cases of students 36 and 55 the marks in English were
higher is School #1 than in the h i # school; while students 24
and 44 made the same marks in both schools#

In all other cases

tKe marks given in School #1 were lower than those given in
high school.
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Figure 12 probably shorna the greatest variation, in marks
of all the charts given herein#

It represents the marks in English

both in the high, school and in School # 8 #

The line of School #8

is not only considerably below that of the high school, but the
two lines are far from being parallel.

This fact can only be ex

plained by noting the small group of students considered.
Just what the situation in English is is not definitely
known, but it is true that School #8 requires an entrance exam
ination in English alone of all students who enter from the
phoenix Union High School, This is not true &ft any other subject.
In one particular, figure 12 compares favorably with previous
'
\
'
■
'
'
'■ '
'
figures; The marks received in the higher school are usually
’

lower than those received in the high school.
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The results of the investigation made to determine what con
nection, if any, exists between marks made in high school and marks
of the same students made in higher schools have practically all
been given. The remaining details, if any, will be mentioned in
the section under C0NCLUSI01IS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS.

The second purpose of this study, namely: To determine, in so
far as possible, what bearing, if any, marks received in high school
have upon the life-career of the student, will now bo presented.
It is difficult to get definite data which may be taken as
valuable. There are numerous causes of elimination from high school
before a given course has been completed? so many, in fact, that it
is quite impossible to pick out any one cause and to say "This is the
reason why I quit school." There may be several equally llgitlmato
reasons why a student must stop school before completing his
courses as planned.
It has been the writer's experience through sixteen years of
work in both public and private schools that a great majority of
those who are eliminated from high school have exceedingly low
grades, many of which are far below the minimum requirement. These
low marks arc given during the first year in high school, more es
pecially during the first half of the first year. It is generally
conceded that if a student gets through the first year of high school
successfully his chances for graduation are increased eight-jtoM,
It would seem that when a student enters high school he quite sud
denly finds himself a stranger among strangers. He is completely at
a loos to know just what to do. The type of instruction is different
from that which he has been accustomed to for the last eight years.
He must now do his studying at home under no supervision. He is just
emergeing into maturity, physically. This new environment to him is
like a new pair of boots,- not comfortable until worm awhile.

It is

during this period of probation in which he is endeavoring to stave off
ridicule from his fellow students and to properly adjust himself to
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the demands of his teachers that he receives his lowest marks. In
many cases these marks are so low that the student is required to
take the subject again. He then becomes discouraged and# rather than
be counted as a "flunk?* will eliminate himself from school. Without
some standard of measuring, teachers are prone to overlook the fact
that a freshman is a freshman.
The question, then, is quite plaint Do low grades have anything
!

to do with a student *s leaving school?

Some will argue that low

grades are made because the student is incapable of making better ones.
The point is granted without question. But are there not other eauaes
for low marks? Might not the causes given above be given some con
sideration? Lack of previous foundation^ lack of. preparation# home
environment, social conditions,- all of these may result in low
marks as well as inability» The writer has in mind a student who
was retarded two years in completing his high school courses. He
was finally graduated W i t

"to get him out of the way". This same

student entered a university and made five l*s with nothing below
a 2 during his freshman year.

, .

While it can not bo definitely shown that low marks cause
students to become eliminated from higi school, it can be definitely
shewn that ef these whe are eliminated the vast majority have low
grades. This fact may mean little or nothing, but it is a fact,
never-th#*.le##*
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.
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-
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Figure 13 is a diagram made from table IXV, page 139, of
"Principles of Secondary Education" by Inglis, and shows the per
cent ef elimination during the first half-year of high school and
the marks givon. It will be noticed that the lower the mark the
greater the per cent of elimination# Of those eliminated from whatover cause or combination of causes, six per cent had a mark of
96 to 100, seventeen per cent from 80 to 89, twenty per cent from
70 to 79, thirty-nine per cent from 60 to 69, forty-eight per cent
from 51 to 59, and sixty-one per cent from 0 to 49. Of all those
who were eliminated, sixty-one per cent had the lowest grades and
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only six per cent received the highest grades.
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Figure 13
Inglis - "Principles of Secondary Education " - Page 1
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Figure 14 represents a further study along the line of
elimination* It does not show any statistical records which* at
host* mean nothing definite along the line,of elimination* The ,
facts represented are the statements of fifty young men and women

..

1

of late high school age who, for some reason, have given up their
■ ;/ ,
'
• ' ■ ■ ' ' ' ■
high school work. All of these attended high school for a period of
,

•

,

'

time, some shorter and some longer periods.
When asked the question "Why did you stop going to high school
before you completod the course?",

18$ of them answered after do-

liberation* "I found nothing interesting in the high school." This*
of. course* was probably the fault of the students themselves. There
are interesting things to be gained from any high sdhool course*
Another 1 ^ of those questioned had no good reason for stopping;
at least, they gave no reason.

24$. stopped because they could not

make their grades. In other words, they were eliminated because
of- becoming discouraged by being given low marks. There may have
been good reasons why. they were given low marks, but most of these
people are "making good" with their employers and there seems to be
no reason why any one who can make a success of business life can
not also make a success of a high school career.

40$ of those

questioned had to quit school because of financial conditions of
either themselves or of their families* This, of course, is a
ligitimate -reason and one that is keeping many young people out
of high school* It will be noted that 24$ gave as a reason for
elimination from high school the fact that they could not make
their grades • Just why they could not make their grades is not
not known, but might not they have been kept in school at least
e little longer if they had been given passing marks? Another
interesting fact brought out in this study is this: More than 80$
of those who "could not make their grades" were eliminated from high
school during the first half of their freshman year.
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Another phase of the study of marks having any hearing on the
life-career of the student is shorni in figure 15.
This figure is a.graphic representation of fifty men and
who are college or university graduates, and who answered the following
■tuwtisnsi What was your major subject in the university?

V/hy did

you choose this subject as your major?
question to be discussed is this: Did marks in high school
have anything to do with the selection of university courses, and
ultimately# with the life-career of the student?
14^ of those questioned said they were "advised" to make the
selection which was made. Some were advised by parents, some by
friends other than teachers, and some wore advised by teachers#
/
,
' '' : - '
:
^'
, -. - ^
20% of those answering "just happened" to select this or
'

'

that particular course#
24% elected their university courses "becuaae I had a natural
gbillty along that line and always made better grades in that
subject. A part of the reasons given, then, was "better grades".
This may mean much or little. VIore the better grades made because of
"natural ability" or becuase the teachers in that subject happened to
■:
' ' V ':- •
\■
• .. ■ . ; •: .: . .
be givers of high, grades, or because of extra assistance and extra
effort on the part of the students? But the fact remains that "better
grades" had something to do with the selection of certain careers.
Is it possible, then, that a teacher may guide, in some degree,
the life-career of » student by the use of marks? The writer believes
that such is not only possible but that it is very probable.
42% of the fifty persons questioned selected their major subjects
because they "always liked this particular kind of work and made
better grades along this particular line". Here, again, "better grades"
V
;
: ' '■ 1 ■ '
' =
'
:
.is given tpf as a reason for the selection of a career. In the entire
study, 66% of those questioned gave "better grades" as one reason for
their selection of their major subjects.
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The third part of this study,- to ascertain what the usual high
school marks mean to the general p u b l i c i s hero given attention.
Queetionaires were sent to, and personal conferences were held
with,- one hundred business men and women, such as bankers, brokers,
physicians, attorneys, farmers, merchants, mechanics,' salesmen,
managers, etc. These people were asked the following questions:
le In offering employment to a student, what importance would
you attach to the student's school report card?

8 . Which, in your observation, make the better successes in
life* students who receive high grades in school, or those who re
ceive low marks 5 or is there any difference?
3. Pick out five of the following student-characteristics
whleh you consider of. most importance to society as a whole: (The
characteristics are given on pages 9 and 10)
The answers to these questions were based upon the usual
report cards which show M t t l e else than the marks received in
academic subjects*

SI

Figure 16 shows the answers to the first question in the
questionsiro as given on page 50.
Sixteen per cent of the one hundred persons would attach
much importance to the student*s report card. Of these sixteen,
twelve were professional monj and it is to be noted that these same
men did not vote for ’’grades in school subjects” when given a list
of e h a m c t wrist lea from which to choose five.

•

Twenty-eight per cent would give medium weight to the report
card. In other words, they would consider the report card but they
would also need other recommendations.
Twelve per cent would give little heed to the usual marks
received in hi^i school subjects.
FOrty-four per cent would give no consideration ihatevor to
hi^h school grades.

Since the 44J5 represents nearly one-half of

those interviewed, and since all of those interviewed might be
considered a little above the average citizen, it would seem to
follow that at least one-half of the people either do not understand
school marlcs or have no faith in their reliability.

'Figure 17 is the answer to quest k)n 2 of the questionaire.
Sixty, per cent of the one hundred, persons interviewed found
m

differem© between the performance and worth of a student with

low marks and one with high grades#

Forty per cent preferred students

who make high marks in school, while no one gave preference to
low :'marks .
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Figure 18 represents a part of the answer te question 5.
Only six of the characteristics are here considered9~ the five
receiving the highest number of votes and the one receiving the
lowest#

These answering question 5 were unanimous in declaring

that a teacher has great opportunities to learn of the student's

reactlens

to environment, andthat the school should give some

sort of marks to acquaint society with these reactions#
In figure 18 it will be seen that "willingness* received
76 votes, "initiative" received 68, "ability" was given 66,
"perseverance" had 44, "social inclinations" received 56, whi4&
"grades in school subjects* received no votes# These, then, aro
some of the student«-charaeteristics about which society would
like to know*
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One hundred twelve teachers were asked how they obtained the
marks given to students j what they take into consideration when
giving grades• Of these one hundred twelve, eighty*#even rallies
were received*
Out of the eighty-seven replying, thirty-three emphasised
improvement, twenty-placed emphasis upon ability, tweaty*eight laid
stress upon effort, and five said that aoeeiqpliehment is of greatest
importance• Improvement and accomplishment, of course, refer to
progress made in academic subjects * Effort has reference to attitude,
and ability moans mental capacity* All of the eighty-seven teachers
give more or less attention to various other characteristics, but
no two consider identically the same points.
Those who grade on Improvement take no consideration of the
"tools" with which the student has to work, while those who grade
on ability consider little else than "tools".

If one grades on

effort, the student who tries hardest must receive the highest
mark regardless of the fact that little or nothing may have been
gained by the student• Those who stress accomplishment must give
a mark for all the student has previously gained in former school
wefke

It is a well-known fact that some students enter the high

school much better equipped by previous experience than ethers *
Yet the poorly equipped student is given a lower mark than the
one she has had a rich past experience regardless of the truth
that the one poorly equipped may have gained twice as much during
a period of time for which marks are given*

r>
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
From the Investigations made during this study, and from the
facts established and set forth by diagrams and otherwise, it would
. • ' ■: / ■ ' '
••
•
,
'
'
:
seem that the following conclusions and recommendations should be made:
1. There is, in general, a masked similarity between the marks
made in high school and the marks of the same students made in the .
higher m@h@@l. That is, the lines representing the marks made in
both schools are somewhat parallel, and the lower the mark in higi
school, the lower, also, the mark in the higher school.
2. High school marks, as a rule, are higher than those of the
university. There is a piling-up of marks in the 2-column in high
school, and a removal of those marks to the left or toward the lower
range of grades in the higher school. It would soem that the standard
of the hlg& school is a little low when it is considered that
V
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'
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83.3% of the grades in high school are

JiUt&AS
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than the grades of the

same students through the higher school. A slight difference may bo
accounted for from the fact that the grading systems were a little
different.

Per the benefit of all concerned, it seems advisable

that high schools and higher schools should adopt similar marking
systems, and that there should be an educational standard by
which to accurately measure the achievement of students.
Until a standard is established, every whim of a teacher will
be the grading-system. The usual examination is nothing more nor
less than a teacher*s measuring her own success; it is no standard
and therefore can not be used as a measure. One can not measure a
yard-stick with a yard-stick*
3. From figures 13, 14, and 15, and from the facts used in
cennectlon with them and from which they were made, it would seem
that marks do have weight and must be considered as important
factors in determining the life-career of the student.

Grading

makes or mars pupils; sometimes when too high and sometimes when
■■
too low.
.
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Students may be eliminated^ especially during the freshman
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year, by the giving of low marks • Furthermore^ students are in
fluenced by marlcs in the selection of courses and, ultimately,
in life?s work* This being apparent, it would seem advisable that
teachers give careful consideration to the giving of "failure"
marks, especially in the freshman year, and more especially in the
first half of the freshman year.
4* The usual marks received in high school are of little or
no benefit to society as a whole 5 in fact^ th® actual present use
- •1/

i■' „_•

,

'

.

'

'

made of these marks is for the purpose of promotion or other
school uses.

Society judges a student on manner rather than on

matter, and the high school should give to the student much marks
as will indicate, in some degree, his reactions and attitudes*
It may be argued that marks in attitudes and reactions to environ
ment are no more reliable than marks in academic subjects.

In

this respect, William Chandler Bagley makes the following statement:
'
■
■
: ' ■
•
"It is what our pupils do that counts, not what they know. Knowledge
. '
'
is of. the utmost importance, but it is important only as a means to
.

■

■

■
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. . . . .

'

.
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an end, and that end is conduct. There ought to be some consideration
of personal traits. A personal rating system has been adopted at
Dartmouth. Each teacher rates each student in personality, in
telligence, responsibility, and aggressiveness. The results are
remarkable in their agreement,"
5. Each high school teacher, as a rule, has his own standard
■.
' V . . ..
•.
,
'
' ' '■
'
for marking students j which fact results in wide variations in
1

teachers 1 marks.

6 * It is highly probable that higher schools in general are
adapting similar marking systems, and that the system far in the
lead is the 1-2-3-4-5 plan. It is to be hoped that all higher
institutions of learning, as well as all high schools, will, in
the near future, see the necessity of having Just one marking
system for both classes of schools.
•■
;
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